The recent paper (Cheung aool) has studied the blind identifleation of Gaugsian source process through a general temporal independent component analy~is (ICA) approach named d d autoregwsive modelling. I t is actually a temporal extension of the classical principal component analysis without eonsldering the principal order of the components. In this paper, w e will further show the identiflahle condition ofthe general temporal PCA (TPCA), and analyze the solution property of a speeifle TPCA algorithm presented in (Cheung 2001) . Also, a new component ordering method is suggested, which ineludes the olasaical PGA ordering aa a special -.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a typical statistical analysis tool, principal campnent analysis (PCA) has been widely used in a variety of application areas such as image processing, pattern recognition, datamining and timeseries analysis. Given a aeries of multivariate Gaussian-distributed observa- 
is alsn component-wise independent, where the principal order of ep)'~ is explicitly given out based on the eigenvalues of the obsenation covariance matrix. However, PCA implies a strong assumption that the observations are independently and identically distributed (iid); otherwise, this technique will lead e!", er], . . _, $j*) not to he independent each other any more.
In the literature, temporal factor analysis (TFA) Eq.(l) are identifiable (i.e., the components are identified up to a constant scale and any permutation of indices) under the condition that the components are independent each other. Unfortunately, when mme components are iid Gaussian distributed, it no longer holds upon the fact that the independence property among a set of iid Gaussian variables is invariant in a rotation transformation (i.e., multiply an orthogonal matrix). However, this is not true in general when each component is a Gaussian process with y?
and & timecorrelated for r = 1, 2, . . __ In the paper 131. while observations are modelled by Eq.(l), each of k independent components y~" . y~' , . . . , yy' in Eq.(l) has been further described as a general AR process:
where fj(Y>!;([Oj)with&!\ = (yp?l,y~z,...,yf)} isa deterministic function of &! ! , 6' j denotes the unknown true parameter set in fj, and E? is a Gaussian white noise. For simplicity, these k components can be further expressed in the matrix form: Rf(Yt-118) # f(RYt-llS), where 8 and 8 are both the parameters of f, hut with the different d u e s in general, then the wave form of yt's is identifiable. The proof is given in Appendix A. In particular, when a series of yt is an AR(1) process, described as:
where A = diag(X1, Az, . . . , Ak) is the diagonal matrix with Aj's as the diagonal elements, the above theorem can be further refined as follows:
Corollary I: If Aj's are distinct each other, the wave forms of yt's are identifiable. Since from Eq.(5), given any k x k orthogonal matrix R, we know that:
where .
% is a diagonal matrix. Hence, to prove that Rf(Yt-110) # f(RYt-IlS), we just need to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2: For any k x k orthogonal matrix R # PD, where P and D are a permutation matrix, and a diagonal matrix respectively, if 5 ' s are distinct each other, RART m u t not be a diagonal matrix. The proof of Theorem 2 is given out in Appendix B. Although we here just give out the reputt for AR(1) process, the AR(p) component process can actually be transformed as an AR(1) process to study. Tho results are similar to Corollary 1. We leave it elsowhere.
ANALYSIS OF THE TEMPORAL PCA ALGORITHM
Given a series of ohsenations xtk, the paper [3] has presented a general maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm to estimate f*'s as well as the parameter set e by maximizing the log-likelihood function of the observations:
where & = x g , and 0 , = (0, A}. In the following, we will use the same notations for the true parameters and their estimates for simplicity, which can be distinct from the context without ambiguity. Particularly, when yt's are described by Eq.(5), the paper [3] has shown that p(xtlXt-l; 9,) is explicitly given out as p ( x r l~t -r ; e l ) = G (~~~A A A -'~~-~, A A~) ,
where C ( . ) denotes a Gaussian probability density function, and A-' should be replaced by its pseudo inverse if A is either a non-square matrix or singular. The detailed adaptive implementation at time step t is therefore as follow: 1. Given let y t = Wxt, where W is the inverse of A;
2.
Update e, by with being aJ,(e,) = WT(Wztyf-lA -AWztST-, aA +WztzTWT -I),
aJt0 aa where q is a s m d positive learning rate, zt = xtand diag(U) denotes n diagonal matrix with the major diagonal of U.
It is clear that, as long as q is small enough, the parameters A and A learned by the above algorithm will converge to:
Then we have the following r e d t s :
Theorem S: The parameters learned by &.(12) will guarantees to converge to a t N e solution, i.e., the wave form of yt's can be identified, as long as the model of temporal PCA is identifiable. The mathematical proof is be given in Appendix C.
IV. COMPONENT ORDEFUNC IN TEMPORAL PCA
In Eq.(4), we h o w that the variance C of et is indeterminate in estimation, which therefore gives us a freedom to pre-asign it. We here let C = diag(X.,i,X=.a,. . . ,A.,*),
(15)
where A=,, is the jth largest eigemalue of the sample covariancc matrix Xz of the observations. Suppose the covariance matrix of yo is 0'1, where 0' is a constant scalar. We then define the jth component of ye's is the j'" principal one. This ordering can be interpreted that the observations are decomposed into k independent components such that the fmt principal c o m p nent is the one with the maximum variance, and the second one is with the second maximum variance, and so on. It can be seen that this ordering is actually a natural extension of the PCA ordoring, and it degenerates to the latter when f,'s are some constant functions.
Since the principal order of the components is com- 
where C is given by Eq. (15), f is the sample mean of xt's, and is a small pasitive learning rate like q. In general, we can firstly initialize x at zero, and C at a random value with its intrinsic constraints satisfied. We then adaptiwly adjust P and Z by EM16). To make the covariance learned smoothly, by rule of thumb, m should be chosen much smaller than 7. e.g., rjx = 0.17. As a result, it needs more data points for their learning. Alternatively, after scanning n small portion of observations, we can rcinitialize them at the sample mean and covariance matrix of those past observations, respectively.
A. Simulation Result8
by Eq.(l) with the true matrix
As an example, we let the observations be generated A = ( 1'5 0'5 ) 0.7 2.0 ' and the source process described by Eq.(5) be where st = [c!l),$)jT is from zerc-mean Gaussian distribution with the variance of c?) being 0.1, and E!' ) being 0.2. We initialized yo at zero, and set q = 0.001 and rlr: = 0.W01, respectively. After scanning 500,000 sample points, the learned parameter A has been converged to [ 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Suppose M R T = D, where D is a diagonal matrix.
Since R is an orthogonal matrix, then for each row and column, there must exist a non-zero element. Hence, we can let R = P R (27) where P is a permutation matrix such that the main diagonal elements i..'s of R are non-zero. Then we have: 
Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Given the log-likelihood function of G a d a ndistributed observations as described by %.(lo), we know that, as N -m, the ML estimate of the true parameters A'and A'that make Eq. (13) From Theorem 2, rue know that R satisfying Eq.(42) must be an orthogonal matrix that is a product of a pennutation matrix P and a diagonal matrix D. That is, A is the estimate of A'PD. Hence, A is a tNe wlution. Further, we know that A = RA'R' is also a tNe solution.
Q.E.D.
